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the folks in Trinidad observed it as an very unlikely mission, yet i used to be made up our minds
to island-hop all of the Wings of a Dream Wings of a Dream option to the US or die trying.
Haunted by way of a studying incapacity and pushed by way of a dream that would not die, at
age 16 after the premature loss of life of my mom I solid my religion to the wind. without money,
connections or shuttle event I solid away with ardour and blind religion aboard a small send
decided to island-hop via twenty-nine various islands and make it to the united states I had no
notion of the risks that awaited me. My eating obsession to get to New York, get Wings of a
Dream married and turn into a profitable singer/songwriter, used to Wings of a Dream be
improved than the entire odds opposed to me. not anything can have ready me for the project i
used to be approximately to undertake.
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